
 
 
 

ANASTACIA IS FORCED TO RESCHEDULE HER RESURRECTION TOUR DUE TO A BAD CASE OF 
LARYNGITIS. 

 
Anastacia kicked off her 2014 European tour “Resurrection” but has sadly been instructed under Dr’s 
orders to reschedule the remaining shows after being diagnosed with a sever case of laryngitis. The 
singer insisted to power on through her show on Monday night in Milan, where her voice disappeared 
Dr’s have since insisted she is unable to sing for the next 3 - 4 weeks. Devastated, Anastacia is forced to 
follow medical instructions but is just relived she can reschedule these dates and come back on stage 
stronger than ever early next year.  
 
 
"After having to postpone my Italian tour dates following a very emotional show in Milan I am truly 
saddened to have to tell you all that I’m forced, under Dr’s orders to move the rest of the tour. I tried 
to do everything within my power to salvage my voice and continue with the shows as planned but 
medical instructions insist that I will not be able to sing for the next 3 to 4 weeks. This sadly doesn’t 
give us enough time to reschedule the dates this side of the year due to the christmas holidays and 
venue availability. We are already securing new dates for the beginning of next year, and Milan… I’m 
coming back for ya! With a voice!!! I was devastated not to give you guys the true Resurrection 
experience so along with all the other territories, I’ll be seeing you very soon… as you guys said "I’m 
too hard to break”…  
 
I couldn’t ask for better supporters, better fans (#fanily) and I just hope that I haven’t disappointed 
you all. Lets look forward to bringing in 2015 together.  
 
Stay tuned for new official dates and once again, thank you, thank you, thank you. I’m so guilt ridden 
that I have to make you all wait but Resurrection 2015 will be bigger and better than ever.  
 
I love you all… ;-( 
 
Anastacia xoxo” 
 


